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GHASSAN TAYEH

ROYAL HOLLOWAY, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, UK

- Politics, philosophy, economics-



JADE AL MARAR

UAL LONDON COLLEGE OF FASHION, UK

- Fashion marketing & communication -



MAXIMILIAN MANFRED SCHOLTZ

JACOBS UNIVERSITY, BREMEN GERMANY

- Electrical Engineering -



AMAN PATEL

BRISTOL, UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST ENGLAND, UK

- Architecture -



RHEA POOK

BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC, BOSTON USA

- Bachelor of Music -



ALEXANDRE FONTANI

WILLEM DE COONING (NETHERLANDS)

- Product design-



MOHAMED (Amine) BOUCHOU

IESEG SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, FRANCE

- Bachelor in International Business -



THOMAS (MAX) WIEDMER

ECOLE HOTELIERE DE LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND

- International hospitality management-



YAN HANBALI

UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS

- Media and information -



ALIA RASHAD

MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY DUBAI, UAE

- Creative Writing and Journalism -



DMYTRO ROZHKOVSKYI

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, USA

- Medicine-



IBRAHIM REFAI

MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY, CANADA

- Medicine-



HAKON LEES

I will be serving the military in order to give back to my country (Estonia). In addition to that I will also need the 
time to help and clear my path for the future. I don’t see it as something I am being forced into but as an 
experience from which I can learn and do my part for a safer European Union (a fighter for democracy). The 
internship means to me that I can have an advantage over the other students I will face in my time in Uni. I will 
never back down from a fight and give everything to win. This is probably an attribute I learned from my karting 
career. 

As I am looking forward to studying Motorsport engineering, I have secured an internship at a garage in my home 
country in Estonia which will help me understand the world I will soon enter, where every little detail will need to 
be perfected. In other words perfection is just good enough in Motorsport. At SISD I gained the confidence that I 
am able to pursue my dreams without being scared. This was especially clear when I was able to teach teachers 
something new or having the trust and interest from the community around me when I was talking about my 
ideas. But the biggest lesson I learned from those times was that everybody makes mistakes the difference 
between individuals is: how you come back from those and if you become a better person because of it or not.



SAEED LOOTAH

I am registering for the national service of the UAE. I hope I can become more independent and experience proper 
military service. I hope to pursue university options in Japan after fulfilling this requirement.


